
 

I have searched numerous sites to find out how to play this game without a CD inserted in the drive, but I have found no
directions. Please help! A number of users are reporting that they are unable to play "Need for Speed: Most Wanted" on
computers with an optical drive because the game is not coded for use without a disc inserted in the CD-ROM. If you are
experiencing this problem, you can bypass it by installing DVD or Blu-ray drives onto your machine and using one of them
instead. Alternatively, you could buy an external USB DVD drive and connect it via your computer's USB port. Alternatively,
you can download the ISO image of the game provided by EA, burn it onto a disc and play it off of your computer's DVD drive.
The game was released on Xbox 360 via Xbox Live Arcade under the name "Need for Speed: Most Wanted". The only
difference is that it is free. Also, the game's soundtrack is not included in this release. Read more at
http://xbox360.ign.com/articles/867/867662p1.html 

For PC users, EA also provides an executable requiring no installation that allows you to play previous NFS games using EA's
APEX software (but does require installation of DirectX 9). The following fixes were mentioned by EA: Also, this was reported
by a forum member: The original Hungarian release of "NFS:MW" has a bug in its copy protection. If you have a non-
Hungarian version of the game, you can fix it with an official patch from EA. It downloads as a .rar archive and must be
unpacked into the main directory of your NFS:MW installation. After that, to play multi-player you need to log onto an EA
server online at least once every 10 days.

In Australia, the Office of Film and Literature Classification (OFLC) gave "Most Wanted" a PG rating for "strong impact
violence". The game was banned in South Africa due to violence.

When the game was ported to the PC, EA made significant changes to the game's economy model. The money awarded for
winning races became much more abundant, and the game introduced new rewards like police bribes which are given to players
who have committed particularly skillful or daring actions in a race. This encourages players to take risks instead of focusing on
being cautious or well-coordinated when meeting obstacles in races. A review by "GamesRadar+" described it as "a brilliant
racing simulator that combines high-octane thrills with an addictive gameplay loop. The more you play, the better you become,
and that feeling of progression is as strong as it gets". Criticisms of the game include some technical issues like some amount of
bugs and graphics glitches. "Need for Speed: Most Wanted" is recognized as a Platinum title by the Entertainment and Leisure
Software Publishers Association (ELSPA). It was also nominated for the Best Racing Game and Best Downloadable Content
(DLC) at "Electronic Theatre Awards". "GameSpot" ranked "Most Wanted" as the 83rd best game on their list of The Top 100
Games Ever.

The Nintendo DS version received "mixed or average reviews", according to video game review aggregator Metacritic.
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